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Narrative

On Tuesday October 31 2017 at about 1226 hours I received an automated text message and viocemail on
my cellphone regarding a full SWAT call out The message read to respond to the front of Castle View
Elementary School located at 6201 Shaker Drive in Riverside I responded from home and arrived onscene
at about 1340 hours I parked in the front parking lot to the school and contacted Lieutenants Dinco and
Crawford at the command post in the school office I was given a brief on the hostagebarricaded situation
Lieutenant Crawford showed me a map of the school and the location of the suspect and the victim S1 was
described as a black male adult thin build twenty seven years old carrying two suspicious back packs The
suspect had assaulted two teachers and drug one into classroom Al S1 barricaded the doors to the
classroom covered the windows on the doors with paper and used a fire extinguisher to fill the classroom
with smoke I spoke with Lieutenant Dinco about scouting classroom A6 and using a camera to see into Al
Classrooms Al and A6 have a shared sliding partition wall that seperates the two It was critical for us to see
into Al to see the status of the victim and suspect and provide live updates

I was assigned as the Team Leader for ERT 2 Emergency React Team that was currently staged in
classroom A3 To the front of classroom Al was ERT 1 positioned behind our armored rescue vehicle When
I got to classroom A3 I was given an updated brief from Sergeants Tipre and Angulo I spoke with Sergeant

Wilson who was familiar with the camera system that was assigned to his team PACT At about 1410 hours
Sergeant Wilson Officer Lopez Officer Kerr Officer Wilder and I quietly entered classroom A6 and used the
camera Sergeant Wilson placed the camera in the gaps on the bottom and the top of the shared sliding
partition wall that seperates the two classrooms He put the camera in different spots and angles on the wall
in an effort to see as much as possible in the classrroom We were able to see that the classroom was in
complete disarray Several desks chairs file cabinets and book cases had been thrown about the
classroom Both doors leading into the classroom had several desks chairs file cabinets and book cases
barricading the doors In my opinion this was done by S1 to prevent us from making entry into the classroom
or significantly slow down an emergency entry to rescue V1 We were never able to see S1 or V1 inside
the classroom due to the limitations of the camera and all the furniture I had Officers Wilder and Kerr scout

a similar classroom with the same style sliding partition wall and determine how it operates and see if this
was a viable entry point due to the entry doors being barricaded Based on our initial scout of classroom A6 I
felt this was a better location to stage ERT 2 At about 1500 hours I had all the listed personnel with me in
classroom A6 assigned to ERT 2

ERT 2

Sergeant McCoy Team Leader
Detective Paes Entry 1
Officer Mowery Entry 2
Officer Lopez Entry 3
OfficerOfarrell Entry 4
Sergeant Ortiz Entry 5

ergeant Angulo Less Lethal 40mm Launcher
actical Paramedic Cardenas Medical aid

Officer Kerr Sliding Wall Team
Officer Newton Sliding Wall Team
Officer Wilder Sliding Wall Team
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Sergeant Wilson Camera Monitor

I had Officers Paes Mowery Lopez Ofarrell Sergeants Ortiz and Angulo Less lethal 40mm staged in the
back of the classroom next to the sliding partition wall In the event that we had to make an emergency
hostage rescue these Officers and myself would make entry into the classroom and rescue the victim
Officers Kerr Wilder and Newton were staged along the sliding partition wall from one end to the other Their
assignment was to pull open the sliding wall and allow us entry Tactical Paramedic Cardenas was staged in
the back of the classroom to provide immediate medical aid if needed

For the next several hours negotiators continued to try and speak with S1 through his cell phone the
classroom telephone and the intercom to resolve this situation peacefully I asked negotiators to continue
and try to make contact with the victim to confirm her medical condition While this was taking place we
continued to try and locate the suspect and victim inside the classroom using the camera however there was
no movement from our viewpoint I wanted to know their exact location in the event we had to make an
emergency entry to save the victim Officer Wilder attempted to use thermal imaging however it was not
successful due to the walls A few times I could hear the suspect speaking with negotiators over the intercom
and it sounded like he was very close to us just on the other side of the wall At about 1514 hours we could
hear a faint cough on the other side of the wall that sounded like a female It came from the same area as
the suspectsvoice I felt that the suspect and victim were very close to our planned entry point At about
1700 hours I heard what sounded like a chair being moved across the floor from the same area just on the
other side of the wall I continued to monitor the camera and focused on the area we were hearing the
noises however I could not see the suspect or the victim due to the furniture

Throughout this incident I was in cell phone contact with Lieutenant Dinco at the command post and
Sergeant Dehdashtian at ERT 1 Based on the information we had at that point we felt my location was the
best entry point to quickly rescue the victim We had a growing concern for the victim and her medical
condition Negotiators had not heard from the victim for a few hours and the suspect continually
disconnected with them When all teams were briefed and ready our plan was for me to radio broadcast
Sam 22 divert and have ERT 1 deploy one light sound diversionary device to the front of the classroom and
port the front classroom windows as a diversion Officers Wilder Kerr and Newton would then slide open the
partition wall seperating the two classrooms ERT 2 would then make entry into the classroom and rescue
the victim and take S1 into custody If we failed to make entry into the classroom then I would radio
broadcast S22 failed breach signaling ERT 1 to make entry into the classroom from the front door If that
occurred then we would move to the common area room and try to make entry into the back door leading
into the classroom We had a door ram staged near the door

At about 1745 hours I radio broadcasted Sam 22 Divert I heard a light sound diversionary device go off to
the front of the classroom and windows shattering The sliding wall partition was pulled open however it slid
open about a foot and then stopped and would not open any further Officer Paes was the first officer on the
entry team and was only able to stick his head right arm and part of his chest through the opening to see

nto the classroom Officers continued to try and slide open the wall but it was stuck on something on the
other side I told Sergeant Ortiz to go to the common room with a team and try to breach the back classroom
door to gain entry I then heard Officer Paes say he has the victim and shortly after that I heard five
gunshots and Officer Paes say the suspect is down The victim then crawled towards the opening and Officer
Wilder Sergeant Angulo and I pulled her out through the opening in the wall into our classroom We handed
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the victim off to paramedic Cardenas who walked the vicitm out of the classroom to a waiting ambulance
Officer Paes held cover on the suspect as I radio broadcasted S22 failed breach as ERT 2 could not get all
the way into the classroom to take 81 into custody and secure the room ERT 1 then made entry into the
classroom through the front door and secured the suspect The furniture obstruction on the other side of the
wall was moved and the partition wall was slid open I radio broadcasted an update of our status and that the
victim was out of the classroom being treated and the suspect was down and also being treated I could now
see the suspect laying on the ground on his back just a few feet from the wall opening This is the same area
we believed S1 and the victim were prior to our entry S1 had gun shot wounds to his left leg and abdomen
I could see a large pair of scissors on the ground next to 81 The scissors had a black handle and were in
the open position Paramedics entered the room along with fire personnel and they quickly began treating
S1 He was loaded on a gurney and transported to the hospital by AMR At this point I advised the officers
to lock down the crime scene and leave the classroom

I briefed the OIS team and did a walk through of the crime scene with investigators I then responded to the
Magnolia Station where my weapon was charted and inventoried by Detectives Dave Smith Anderson and
Corbett I was also photographed in my SWAT uniform by Detective Anderson


